The averaged integrated parameter representing the mean value of ratio of total water vapors on wet delay 
Introduction
It is well known, that in meteorology all information concerning the processes taken place at the Earth's surface is obtained using ground measuring instruments, installed in the observation stations and satellites. It should be taken into account, that density of location of observation stations is not so high and in order to calculate the required meteorological parameter for any geographical point located among the observation stations the mathematical methods of interpretation should be applied. This question is studied in the work [1] , where the necessity of integrated accounting of such factors as orography, presence of water vapors, and latitude effects arising in determining the effective values of distances upon interpolation of meteorological fields is discussed. The calculated effective values of distances can be used by purposes of interpolation of such meteorological parameters as mean monthly values of daily sums of duration of solar irradiation, daily extremal values of air temperature, atmospheric pressure of water vapors etc.
Brief Review of Background of Research Task
In the work [1], it was shown that the taking into account of latitude effects on estimate of interpolated values of distances increases the accuracy of interpolation. In this case the orography effects can be corrected by the way of weighted accounting of difference of location heights of studied objects. In the work [1] the following formulae is suggested to determine in effective value of distance eff between point P and points where the measurements
where
where qeo -the geographic distance; d p  and x  -latitudes of points P and X; h  -difference of heights of points P and X; 500 oro f  . As it is seen from Formulas (1) and (2), upon carrying out the interpolation calculations for such important parameters GPS systems as mean temperature and total amount of precipitable water vapor, the geographical latitude and height of location of relevant sites should be taken into account. The similar question is also discussed in detail in the work [2] .
As it is noted in the work [2], measurements of total amount of water vapors in atmosphere using ground GPS systems began in 1992 with publications of works of Bevis et al. [3, 4] . Suggested in these works methods and techniques of GPS measurements were modified in followed works of many authors, due to high importance of accurate evaluation of total amount of water vapors in atmosphere for development of meteorological prognosis, organization of climatic monitoring, for atmospheric researches and also for accurate positioning of objects. As it was shown in work [2] , in order to calculate the total amount of precipitable water vapor on the basis of GPS signals delay data it is necessary to possess the data of air pressure and mean temperature at the surface of the Earth.
As it was shown in the work [4] the following simple ratio may be considered
where PWV-total amount of precipitable water vapors; ZWD-zenith wet delay of GPS signals.
In the following works the estimate (3) was corrected and the major factors effecting on above ratio were determined.
It should be noted, that in general, the zenith wet delay may be determined as follows
where ZTD-total zenith delay; ZHD-zenith hydrostatic delay. In Formula (4), ZHD is to be calculated using wellknown empirical formulas [5, 6] , and PWV is determined as
where -dimensionless value, depending on mean weighted value of temperature of atmosphere.
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The question on variability of the ratio PWV ZWD is of special importance for carrying out of practical work on GPS measurements.
As it is noted in the work [2], as a result of four years experimental researches held in GPS objects of India it was determined that 0.148 0.163
In this case the ratio PWV ZWD depends on geographical 
Formulation and Solution of the Problem
Taking into account the above brief review of modern condition of studied question and the empirical model (7) the task of research in the present paper can by formulated as follows:
1) The develop the mean integrated parameter, representing the ratio PWV ZWD .
2) To bring into consideration the function of interrelation of such major parameters as H and  , i.e.
which guarantees the extremum of mean value of ratio PWV ZWD .
Taking into consideration the Formula (7) the mean integrated value of ratio (3) may be determined as
Taking into account the suggested here function
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H f   and the Equation (8) the latter can be written as
The limitation condition, necessary for carrying out of variation optimization can be formulated as 
model (7) is true also for other countries while the coefficients a, b, c will be different for them.
Conclusions
In conclusion we can formulate all major results of the held research:
In order to find out the optimal function   
2) The function of interrelation between parameters H and  ,
